Don’t let your database ruin Christmas again
Five steps to solving CRM problems in smaller firms
If you mention the words ‘Christmas cards’ in most small or mid-sized firms at
present, you’re likely to be met with groans from CEOs, IT departments,
marketing and admin staff alike (if you are lucky enough to have all these
resources).
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If you act soon, you may be able to
start solving some of your problems
before Christmas. At the very least
you should make it your New Year’s
resolution to get your firm’s
database off your wish-list and
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At RCR we specialise in
transferring marketing skills
to our customers, helping
them boost their revenue,
improve their marketing
capability and enhance their
reputation. In short we
provide an outsourced
marketing director service for
our clients, tailored for their
specific needs and budgets.
By understanding the
demands of growing
businesses we have well
developed processes and
systems to deliver marketing
to our customers with focus,
structure and direction. This
is achieved through a mixture
of coaching, consulting and
hands-on implementation. If
you’d like a bit more of an
insight into working out what
you should be doing with your
marketing, we’d be delighted
to have an informal, no cost
conversation.

large in your organisation!

You’ll also need to recognise
that some people are closet
techies. Hold their hands too,
and help them see why the
system might not fully integrate
with their tablet, smartphone
and home TV. Yet.
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